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more complex systems, such as micro-
electronics and microfluidics, without 
compromising high sensitivity and mass 
production.[5] Among the many available 
polymeric materials, hydrogels represent 
the ideal substrates for plasmonic sensors 
due to their optical transparency, biocom-
patibility, and their swelling capability in 
presence of an aqueous environment.[6–8] 
Hydrogels are generally recognized as 3D 
architectures, whose crosslinking density, 
mesh network size, and polymerization 
agent can be tuned and selected according 
to the desired applications. Moreover, they 
can be easily engineered and made respon-
sive to external stimuli,[9] this being crucial 
when designing analytical platforms with 
applications in biochemical sensing.[8,10] 
In this context, when properly assembled 

and functionalized, noble metal nanoparticles (NPs), basically 
silver (Ag), and gold (Au), represent the ideal transducers since 
they can show a dramatically high response upon exposure to 
a target analyte. In some cases, the transduction is visible to 
the naked eye, especially in liquid colorimetric assays, which 
exploit the capability of plasmonic nanoparticles to aggregate, 
undergoing deep color variations.[11–13] Even if very effective and 
similar to the Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 
commercial kits, the liquid phase plasmonic assays could suffer 
from pH, ionic strength, and temperature both during the prep-
aration of the assay and the measurement procedure itself.[14–16] 
To overcome these limitations without giving up the sensing 
advantages provided by plasmonic nanoparticles, both top-down 
and bottom-up fabrication strategies have been proposed to 
arrange them in periodic, quasiperiodic, and random arrays on 
different substrates.[17–19] Different transduction mechanisms 
have been proposed to design plasmonic biochemical sensors 
and to ensure high sensitivity and specificity. However, port-
ability and ease of use of these optical devices still represent a 
hard-to-solve challenge. All these transduction mechanisms are 
based on the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) exhib-
ited by noble-metal NPs.[20,21] Refractometric biosensors exploit 
the LSPR shifts as a function of a target analyte when properly 
interacting with the biorecognition element adhered on the 
surface of the NPs;[22,23] Surface-enhanced infrared absorption 
(SEIRA) and surface-enhanced raman scattering (SERS) exploit 
the LSPR to enhance infrared and Raman signals of molecules 
onto plasmonic substrates;[24–26] Metal-enhanced fluorescence 
(MEF), also referred to as plasmon-enhanced fluorescence 

A hybrid plasmonic transducer made of a Poly-(ethylene glycol) diacrylate 
(PEGDA) hydrogel and citrate gold nanoparticles detects the biotin-streptavidin 
interaction at picomolar (× 10−12 m ) concentrations. The all-solution fabrication 
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1. Introduction

Point-of-care (POC) and wearable sensing devices based on 
optical transduction are still in their early stages, mainly due 
to the very accurate fabrication procedures required and the 
lower mechanical robustness compared to their electrical/elec-
trochemical analogs.[1,2] Nevertheless, new hybrid plasmonic 
devices based on low-cost, polymeric materials have been 
recently gaining ground.[3,4] Polymers ensure high flexibility, 
adaptability to nonplanar surfaces, and ease of integration within 
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(PEF), exploit the LSPR to increase the signal intensity of fluo-
rescent dyes, depending on the spectral overlapping between 
plasmonic absorption and fluorescent dye extinction/emission 
and their separation distance.[27–30] Moreover, the combination 
of plasmonic nanoparticles with polymers has been enabling 
novel functionalities and transduction mechanisms based on 
the different mechanical properties of flexible substrates.[5,31–33] 
In particular, the synergy between plasmonic nanoparticles and 
hydrogels has been already shown to be a promising approach for 
the design of biochemical sensors.[6,34,35] We have recently pro-
posed a nanocomposite hybrid material, made of a low-molec-
ular weight (MW) Poly-(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, 
700 Da) hydrogel and citrate gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), for 
biosensing applications. PEGDA was selected due to its optical 
(it is transparent in the visible), chemical (it is perfectly biocom-
patible) properties, and mechanical (it exhibits high flexibility 
and swelling capability) properties.[36,37] Moreover, PEGDA was 
chosen for its ease of use in the fabrication of 3D platforms, 
which can encapsulate biomolecules, NPs, or nanostructures in 
a single fabrication step. [38–40] Furthermore, we showed that it 
could mechanically stabilize the AuNPs and ensure a deep con-
tact between them and the target analyte solution.[22] PEGDA/
AuNPs plasmonic transducers were obtained by mixing AuNPs 
with a prepolymer solution containing the PEGDA monomers 
and a photoinitiator (Darocur), then exposing it to UV radia-
tion for ≈1 min. The result was a flexible transparent film that 
could be chemically functionalized to selectively interact with 
a target analyte. The obtained transducer was used as a refrac-
tometric sensor by monitoring the LSPR redshift as a function 
of the target concentration, with a sensitivity up to 110 nm per 
RIU and a limit of detection (LOD) of 25 × 10−6 m for the biotin, 

considered generally as a small molecule.[22] The advantages of 
this system rely on the simplicity of the fabrication approach 
with two materials (PEGDA and AuNPs), whose chemical and 
optical properties can be both tailored to specific applications. 
However, low MW hydrogels exhibit a poor swelling capability, 
thus limiting their application to small molecules. In this paper, 
we demonstrate that by increasing the MW of the polymer we 
can obtain a hydrogel-based, high-sensitivity, hybrid (H3) double 
optical signal transducer, which can be contemporary used as a 
label-free optical biosensor and a metal-enhanced fluorescence 
(MEF) platform even in case of high MW target analytes, such 
as the streptavidin (SA) molecule. SA is a protein secreted by 
Streptomyces avidinii. It can specifically bind up to four biotin 
molecules with very high affinity. Biotin/streptavidin interac-
tions are recognized as the strongest noncovalent interactions 
available in nature and have been extensively employed in the 
detection of target analytes in biomedical applications.[41–43] For 
this reason, this type of interaction is generally used to prove 
the applicability of a novel platform in the biosensing field.[44,45] 
We provide a dual-mode optical SA detection strategy based on 
a flexible, low-cost hydrogel nanocomposite (Scheme 1). In par-
ticular, the large swelling capability of a high-MW PEGDA (10 
kDa) is exploited to monitor the absorption variations of the H3 
transducer as a function of the SA concentration ([SA]) in label-
free mode. Indeed, the swelling ratio of the hydrogel is demon-
strated to increase as a function of the [SA], with a consequent 
decrease in the absorption of the AuNPs within the H3 trans-
ducer, achieving a LOD of 1.6 × 10−9 m. Although this result is 
already competitive with the values reported in the literature, we 
apply the H3 transducer also in the MEF mode. In this case, 
we couple the excitation of a fluorescent dye (Cy3) with the 

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the plasmonic hydrogel H3 transducer based on in situ biotinylated AuNPs embedded in PEGDA (10 kDa) for 
the dual-sensing of nonlabeled and Cy3-labeled streptavidin (SA). In the label-free sensing mechanism, [SA] is monitored by absorption spectroscopy. 
An increase in the [SA] results in a decrease in the absorption intensity due to the enhanced selling ratio of the hydrogel. In fluorescence sensing 
mechanism, [Cy3-SA] is quantified by exploiting the Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence phenomenon arising when the excitation of the fluorescent dye, at 
distances lower than 10 nm, matches the absorption spectrum of the AuNPs embedded in the hydrogel matrix. The higher [Cy3-SA], the higher the 
detected fluorescence signal.
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absorption of our platform to sense Cy3-SA molecules, showing 
that a fluorescence enhancement factor (EF) of ≈ 10 and a LOD 
of ≈0.1 × 10−12 m can be achieved. The reported EF is obtained 
by working in excitation mode enhancement, where our non-
interacting AuNPs enhance the fluorescence signal of Cy3 in 
their close proximity (distance z < 10 nm).[46,47] These promising 
results are due to the high reproducibility, flexibility, and sta-
bility of our platform and to the possibility of functionalizing 
the AuNPs directly within the hydrogel matrix, which prevents 
their spontaneous aggregation or degradation.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Fabrication of Plasmonic H3 Transducers for Dual-Mode 
Optical Biosensing

The plasmonic H3 transducer was fabricated following the 
scheme reported in Figure 1. A hydrogel patch was produced 

by stirring a prepolymer solution of PEGDA, containing the 
photoinitiator, with an AuNPs aqueous solution. The resulting 
suspension was cast between two coverslips and exposed to 
UV light for a few minutes until complete polymerization. The 
obtained thin patch (24 × 24 mm2) was cut by a puncher into 
disks (7 mm in diameter), which were easier to handle and 
could be functionalized in multiwells with controlled volumes. 
One run of this process generated nine H3 transducers, as 
sketched in Figure 1a.

The obtained polymeric patch was transparent, thus allowing 
straightforward optical characterization in transmission mode. 
Since we used an all-solution fabrication strategy, this pro-
cess generated highly reproducible platforms, suitable for 
large-scale production, whose signal was the typical absorp-
tion of plasmonic nanoparticles, as schematized in Figure  1b. 
Although many other fabrication strategies have been shown 
to obtain plasmonic hydrogel nanocomposites, i.e., in situ 
metallic salts reduction,[48] we chose to directly embed freshly 
synthesized colloidal NPs within the matrix to guarantee high 

Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the simple fabrication strategy of the plasmonic hydrogel-based (H3) transducers, based on prepolymer 
solution preparation, photopolymerization, and accurate cutting of the resulting patch. b) Absorption intensity variations due to shrinkage/swelling 
capability of the hydrogel when the embedded AuNPs are functionalized with hydrophobic/hydrophilic molecules. The functionalization of the H3 trans-
ducer with hydrophobic molecules leads to an increase of the absorption spectrum intensity due to the hydrogel shrinkage (blue line) compared to the 
bare transducer (black line). On the contrary, the modification of the H3 transducer with hydrophilic molecules results in a decrease of the absorption 
spectrum intensity due to the hydrogel swelling (orange line). c) Metal-enhanced fluorescence is obtained by the overlap of the AuNPs absorption 
and fluorescent dye excitation spectra when the distance between the metal and fluorescent dye is lower than 10 nm. A significant enhancement of the 
fluorescence can be achieved by immobilizing the labeled-target analyte onto the AuNPs surface within the hydrogel.
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homogeneity and good control on the dispersity index of the 
colloidal suspension before the hydrogel polymerization. From 
the chemical point of view, the fabricated H3 transducer was 
tested in terms of stability at different salt concentrations and 
pH (Figure S1, Supporting Information), and no degradation 
of the material was observed nor aggregation or degradation 
of the AuNPs. From the mechanical point of view, beyond its 
flexibility and support stability of AuNPs, the high MW PEGDA 
films revealed a well-detectable swelling (shrinkage) behavior 
once the AuNPs within the network were functionalized with 
hydrophilic (hydrophobic) molecules. The two phenomena 
had opposite effects on the optical properties of the patch, 
in particular on its absorption (Figure  1b). The LSPR peak at 
540 nm, due to the ≈60 nm AuNPs inside the polymeric film, 
decreased its intensity on swelling, since the number of gold 
nanoparticles intercepted by the probe light beam, which 
was kept constant for all the measurements, was diluted in a 
greater 3D volume. On the contrary, the absorption peak value 
increased on shrinkage due to AuNPs density increase in a 
smaller volume (see also Figure S2, Supporting Information). 
The swelling ratio of the high-MW PEGDA was affected by 
the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the molecules immobi-
lized on the surface of the AuNPs within the hydrogel, which 
overall made the effective transducer surface more hydrophilic/
hydrophobic, accordingly.[48,49] At the equilibrium, after soaking 
the H3 platform in water for the washing steps, a decrease 
in the absorption intensity was observed, together with an 
increase in the size and swelling ratio of the hydrogel disk in 
presence of hydrophilic molecules (cysteamine and SA); on the 
contrary, an increase in the absorption intensity, and a decrease 
in the size and swelling ratio, in presence of hydrophobic 
molecules (biotin) were observed, as reported in Figure S3 
(Supporting Information). Both the effects were dose-response, 
i.e., they depended on the concentration of the hydrophilic/
hydrophobic molecules used in the functionalization steps and 
the optical sensing of SA. To further decrease the LOD achieved 
by the proposed platform and starting from the absorption 
spectra of the H3 transducer, we investigated its applicability to 
MEF in the excitation enhancement mode (Förster Resonance 
Energy Transfer). In this modality, our transducer could act 
as a fluorescence enhancer on the condition that matching of 
its absorption with the excitation of a suitable fluorescent dye 
was obtained and the distance between them was lower than 
10 nm, as schematized in Figure 1c. These preconditions paved 
the way to the application of the same transducer in two dif-
ferent optical detection modes to monitor biomolecular interac-
tions: one label-free, the other after molecules labeling with a 
proper emitter. Both mechanisms exploited the optomechanical 
properties of the nanocomposite arising from the combina-
tion of AuNPs and high-MW PEGDA hydrogel. On the one 
hand, the AuNPs acted as transducing elements and enabled 
the very well-known functionalization schemes reported in the 
literature for liquid plasmonic assays, on the other, high MW 
PEGDA acted as a stabilizer for the AuNPs and as a respon-
sive matrix, allowing the diffusion of the analytes of interest. 
Moreover, the high flexibility and stretchability of the PEGDA 
could be exploited for their application to nonplanar substrates 
(Figure S4, Supporting Information).

2.2. Morphological and Optical Characterization of the H3 
Transducers and their Use as MEF Platforms

The AuNPs were synthesized by the seeded-growth method 
reported in Ref.[50], and after their centrifugation, they were 
embedded in the PEGDA prepolymer solution. Scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) imaging of the AuNPs was performed 
before (on a flat Si wafer) and after embedding them within the 
polymeric network (Figure 2a,b, respectively).

The images show that the AuNPs (≈60 nm in size) preserved 
their spherical shape and homogeneity even after the embed-
ding within the hydrogel (see also Figure S5, Supporting Infor-
mation). The size of the AuNPs (60  ± 30 nm) was confirmed 
both in value and in dispersion also by dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) characterization before their embedding in the hydrogel 
network, as reported in Figure 2c. The optical characterization 
of the H3 transducer was performed in transmission mode, 
revealing an LSPR peak positioned around 540 nm. The spec-
troscopic measurements were performed on a minimum of 
3 hydrogel disks (n  ≥ 3) per patch obtained independently by 
applying the fabrication protocol reported in the Experimental 
Section. The resulting optical signal always confirmed the high 
reproducibility of the platform. The typical mean absorption 
spectrum of the H3 transducer is reported in Figure  2d. All 
the measurements were obtained after stabilizing the com-
posite metal-polymer patch in demi-water for 24 h, to achieve 
the full swelling of the freshly fabricated material. The theoret-
ical fit was performed by applying the Mie Theory to an isolated 
AuNP (60 nm in diameter) surrounded by a medium made 
of PEGDA and water, which were homogenized at the appro-
priate ratio.[21,51] The assumption of noninteracting nanoparti-
cles held in this case since the interparticle distance within the 
hydrogel was always lower or comparable to the NPs radius, 
as confirmed by the SEM images. A very good agreement 
between the experimental results and the numerical simula-
tion was obtained (see red and blue curves in Figure  2d). In 
Figure  2e, the excitation/emission spectra of the Cy3 fluoro-
phore, selected for MEF mode, are shown to immediately visu-
alize the spectral overlapping of the fluorescent dye excitation 
with the absorption of the fabricated transducer. In particular, 
the fluorescent dye excitation spectrum exhibited two peaks at 
≈530 and ≈550 nm, while the H3 transducer absorption peak 
fell at ≈540 nm, making Cy3 a suitable candidate for MEF in 
excitation enhancement mode. Moreover, to be sure that the 
distance z between Cy3 and the AuNPs within the hydrogel was 
lower than 10 nm, SA labeled by Cy3 was selected as the target 
molecule to prove the sensing approach with MEF. Indeed, the 
hydrodynamic radius of SA has been reported to be ≈5 nm,[52] 
and, for this reason, even in presence of the biotin small mole-
cule, as a biorecognition element, the value of z was reason-
ably expected to be well below 10 nm. On the contrary, for more 
complex immunoassays involving one or more antibodies, the 
fluorescence enhancement could be achieved by exploiting 
the Purcell mechanism, which is based on the coupling of the 
fluorophore emission with the plasmonic absorption. In this 
case, great enhancement factors have been observed for values 
of z higher than 10 nm.[28,53] To experimentally evaluate the 
possibility of using the hydrogel nanocomposite as a MEF 
substrate, Cy3-SA (150  × 10−9  m, 1 mL), was simply diffused 
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overnight into a high-MW PEGDA patch photopolymerized 
in absence of AuNPs (Figure  2f) and into an H3 transducer 
(Figure  2g) having the same physical volume and processing 
conditions. For this comparison, no functionalization steps 
were performed since PEGDA without AuNPs did not possess 
any functional group to be used to link a biorecognition layer 
for SA. Therefore, we performed this preliminary study on the 

enhancement factor (EF) evaluation with no chemical modifica-
tion of the material. Fluorescence imaging was performed on 
the two samples (PEGDA and PEGDA/AuNPs nanocomposite) 
and on their counterpart with nonlabeled SA, in the same 
conditions, to collect information about the autofluorescence 
of the material. Fluorescence EF was evaluated as the ratio of 
fluorescence intensity measured in presence of the AuNPs 

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of freshly synthesized AuNPs before a) and after b) embedding in PEGDA hydrogel. No aggregation nor degradation of 
AuNPs was observed. They preserve their size distribution after their embedding in the hydrogel. c) The size of the AuNPs was confirmed by DLS meas-
urements in water. d) The good agreement between experimental and theoretical absorption spectra of H3 nanocomposites confirms the hypothesis 
of noninteracting NPs. e) Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of the Cy3-SA show a good overlap between Cy3 excitation (peaks at 530 and 
550 nm) and H3 transducer absorption (peak at 540 nm). f) Fluorescence images of PEGDA without AuNPs in presence of Cy3-SA (@150 × 10−9 m) 
and its corresponding background. g) Fluorescence images of the H3 transducer in the presence of Cy3-SA (@150 × 10−9 m) and its corresponding 
background. h) Fluorescence intensity counts of Cy3-SA diffused in pure PEGDA and in H3 transducer to evaluate the fluorescence EF are expressed 
as mean ± standard deviation (SD) on a minimum of three independent experiments (n ≥ 3). Scale bars are 250 µm.
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and the one measured in absence of the AuNPs, both normal-
ized to their corresponding backgrounds (Figure 2h). An EF of 
≈ 10 was obtained due to the interaction between the fluoro-
phore and the gold surface of the nanoparticles, compared to 
the pure PEGDA patch without AuNPs. Moreover, it should be 
noticed that the H3 transducers did not suffer from autofluores-
cence, thus confirming their applicability in fluorescence-based 
sensing strategies. The optical characterizations and the fluo-
rescence EF determination reported in Figure 2 were exploited 
for the monitoring of the in situ functionalization of the AuNPs 
and the selective detection of a target analyte, as reported in 
Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.

2.3. Chemical Functionalization of the AuNPs within the H3 
Transducers

In an optical biosensor, the selectivity, i.e., the ability to quantify a 
target analyte in a complex mixture such as the blood or another 
human body fluid, is strictly related to how the transducer sur-
face is decorated with the proper bioprobes, which recognize and 
interact with the target analyte.[54,55] The AuNPs embedded in the 
H3 transducer had their surface citrate-terminated according to 
the process followed for their seeded-growth synthesis.

Therefore, the first step for the chemical functionaliza-
tion of the platform was thus the substitution of the citrate 
molecules with a proper linker, the cysteamine, able to bind 
the bioprobe molecule, in this case, the biotin. Schematized 
in Figure 3a, the process was developed in situ, acting directly 
on the AuNPs when embedded into the polymeric layer. 
Being hydrophilic, cysteamine caused, at the equilibrium, 
an enhanced swelling ratio of the H3 transducer, with a con-
sequent decrease in the absorption intensity (Figure  3b). By 
quantifying the variation of the absorption due to the patch 
swelling compared to the bare system (denoted as |ΔAbs|), as 
a function of the cysteamine concentration, the proper amount 
of the linker was found equal to 1 ×  10−3  m. This cysteamine 
concentration resulted to be the most suitable since saturation 
was achieved after this value (inset in Figure 3b). After citrate 
displacement and cysteamine anchoring, the biotin could be 
covalently bound to the gold surface of the nanoparticles, as 
reported in the Experimental Section. The hydrophobic nature 
of the biotin diffused and immobilized inside the H3 patch (on 
the AuNPs surface) caused a volumetric shrinkage depending 
on the biotin concentration (Figure3c, Supporting Informa-
tion). The shrinkage was caused by the tendency of the hydro-
phobic molecule within the hydrogel to repel the aqueous com-
ponent. Consequently, an increase in the absorption of the H3 
transducer was measured, compared to the absorption of the 
patch functionalized by cysteamine (1 ×  10−3  m). A titration 
curve was performed as a function of the biotin concentration 
and a saturation value was achieved at a biotin concentration 
of 4 × 10−3 m (inset in Figure 3c). The functionalization of the 
H3 transducer was also confirmed by fluorescence microscopy 
(Figure 3d), using a fixed concentration of Cy3-labeled SA. The 
dose-response curve reported in the right panel of Figure  3e 
shows the same saturation behavior of Figure  3c. This result 
validated the absorption measurements and confirmed the 
chosen biotin concentration (4 × 10−3 m ) as the most suitable to 

achieve the optimal immobilization of the biorecognition layer. 
The curve in Figure 3e was obtained by measuring the fluores-
cence of a minimum of three independent H3 disks (n ≥ 3) at 
different biotin concentrations (from 0 × 10−3 m to 4 × 10−3 m) 
after interaction with the same concentration of Cy3-labeled 
SA (150 ×  10−12  m). From the same figure, a first control on 
the specificity of the platform can be also argued. Indeed, no 
significant fluorescence was observed in absence of biotin, 
meaning that the nonspecific interaction of the Cy3-SA with the 
platform was prevented. However, to further reduce nonspe-
cific interactions, a blocking step was added between biotin and 
streptavidin incubations, as reported in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. 
Once the best biotin concentration for the functionalization of 
the AuNPs inside the H3 patch was fixed, the interaction with 
solutions having different content of SA was monitored by both 
LSPR absorption variations and by fluorescence microscopy by 
using nonlabeled and labeled SA molecules, respectively.

2.4. Application of H3 Transducers in Label-Free Sensing of SA

Figure 4a is a schematization of the functionalization approach: 
the H3 patch containing biotin modified AuNPs was incubated 
for 2 h in a BSA solution to block the remaining active sites, 
which could have been not saturated on the gold surfaces. Then 
they were soaked in solutions at different concentrations of SA 
to obtain a dose-response calibration curve of the transducer. In 
Figure  4b–d, the experimental results are shown. Since SA is 
a hydrophilic molecule, its biorecognition by the biotin mole-
cules resulted again in an enhancement of the H3 transducer 
swelling ratio.

More water permeated inside the hydrogel, thus causing a 
volume increase of the patch and, as an optical consequence, 
the decrease of the absorption value measured at the LSPR 
wavelength (Figure 4b) compared to the patch blocked by BSA. 
Again, this phenomenon was correlated to the SA concentra-
tion ([SA]) according to the dose-response curve shown in 
Figure 4c, from which the sensitivity and the LOD of the plat-
form in the LSPR mode could be quantified.

More precisely, the experimental data were fitted by the 
common four-parameters Hill equation

1

1
2 1( )[ ]

[ ]

∆ = ∆ +
∆ − ∆

+






Abs SA Abs
Abs Abs

k

SA

n  (1)

where |ΔAbs1|  =  0.002 ± 0.001 (a.u.), |ΔAbs2|  =  0.08 ± 0.01 
(a.u.), k = 6 ± 1 × 10−9 m, and the Hill coefficient n  =  0.9 ± 
0.2. The dynamic range of the H3 transducer extended from 
1.5 × 10−9 m to 750 × 10−9 m, a LOD of 1.6 × 10−9 m was esti-
mated by considering the |ΔAbs| threshold as three times 
the standard deviation (SD) of the control value, while the 
sensitivity of (3.0 ± 0.3) × 10−3 × 10−9 m−1 could be quan-
tified by considering the linear region of the Hill Curve. 
Additionally, the negative control experiment and the speci-
ficity test are reported in Figure  4d. It was well evident that 
the functionalized H3 patch generated a higher response 
than the patch without biotin on exposure to the highest SA 
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concentration (750 × 10−9 m). An almost four-time percentual 
variation in the absorption was obtained, thus confirming 
the effectiveness of the in situ functionalization process. 
Also, the specificity test performed against a random target, 
the Protein G (PrG, 750 × 10−9 m), did not lead to signifi-
cant absorption variation compared to the SA. The results 

obtained with the proposed transducer were very promising 
and competitive with other platforms, which have been 
recently reported.[44,45,56–58] The direct comparison between 
the results achieved with the H3 transducer as a novel func-
tional material and the platforms available in the literature 
for SA sensing is summarized in Table  1. The high MW 

Figure 3. a) Schematics of the in situ functionalization approach associated with the swelling ratio variation. Citrate-displacement by cysteamine ena-
bles an enhanced swelling ratio, while biotin interaction is responsible for shrinkage of the H3 transducer. To validate the chemical in situ functionaliza-
tion of the AuNPs, LSPR measurements were performed. b) Absorption spectra of the H3 transducer as a function of the cysteamine concentration. In 
the inset, the absolute value of the mean absorption variation (|ΔAbs|) at λmax against cysteamine concentration (from 0.05 × 10−3 m to 2.0 × 10−3 m) 
is reported. c) Absorption spectra of the H3 transducer as a function of the biotin concentration. In the inset, the absolute value of the mean absorp-
tion variation (|ΔAbs|) at λmax against biotin concentration (from 0.1 × 10−3 m to 4.0 × 10−3 m), is reported. The optical measurements are obtained 
from a minimum of three independent samples (n ≥ 3). SD are reported as vertical bars. d) Validation of the functionalization of the H3 transducer by 
fluorescence imaging at a fixed concentration of Cy3-SA (150 × 10−12 m). Scale bars are 250 µm. e) Fluorescence intensity as a function of the biotin 
concentration on a minimum of three independent images (n ≥ 3). SD are reported as vertical bars.

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2022, 7, 2101425
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PEGDA hydrogel combined with AuNPs enabled the design 
of a simple and efficient platform with a good LOD in label-
free mode and a broad dynamic range, which could be mainly 
ascribed to the 3D nature of our platform. 3D architectures 
possess, in fact, the advantage of increasing the contact area 
between the biorecognition element and the target analyte, 
and this interaction was easily readable by simple spectro-
scopic measurements due to the swelling capability of the 
hydrogel and its high transparency.[59]

2.5. Application of H3 Transducers as MEF Substrates for 
Sensing of Fluorescent SA

Since some targets require significantly lower LODs for their 
suitable quantification, fluorescence spectroscopy is the gen-
erally adopted method to boost the sensitivity of many plat-
forms. Moreover, labeling target molecules has become a 
standardized and straightforward technique for many bio-
molecules, including DNAs, RNAs, proteins, and aptamers, 

Figure 4. Sensing of SA in label-free mode. a) Schematics of the biotin-SA interaction for LSPR sensing associated with the swelling ratio variation. 
BSA blocking does not cause significant swelling variations, while nonlabeled SA interaction with biotin causes a further increase of the swelling in 
the H3 transducer. b) Mean absorption spectra of the H3 transducer as a function of the SA concentration (from 0.375 × 10−9 m to 750 × 10−9 m). A 
decrease in the absorption intensity can be observed due to the enhanced swelling of the H3 transducer as a function of [SA]. c) Absolute value of the 
mean absorption variation (|ΔAbs|) at λmaxis plotted against [SA]. A four-parameters Hill model is used to fit the data. The optical measurements are 
obtained from a minimum of three independent samples (n ≥ 3). d) Control and specificity test against a random target (PrG). The control is performed 
in absence of biotin ([SA] = 750 × 10−9 m). The specificity test is performed by incubation with PrG ([PrG] = 750 × 10−9 m). The percent absolute value 
of the mean absorption variation (|ΔAbs|) at λmax associated with the control and with PrG is monitored and compared with its corresponding value in 
presence of biotin ([SA] = 750 × 10−9 m). The experiment is performed on a minimum of three different samples (n ≥ 3) and the results are reported as 
mean ± SD (reported as vertical bars). ***p < 0.001 resulting from ANOVA test were considered statistically significant.
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and the possibility of sensing tiny concentrations of such 
molecules by MEF substrates is becoming a very promising 
strategy in early diagnosis and rapid screening of the popula-
tion worldwide.[60–62] For this reason, based on the previously 
provided characterizations, we also investigated the sensing 
performance of the H3 transducer in MEF mode by using a 
Cy3-labeled SA as the target element. The results of this anal-
ysis are reported in Figure 5.

Figure  5a is a schematization of the proposed approach 
starting from the biotinylated AuNPs within the hydrogel at 
the optimized biotin concentration reported before. Even in 
this case, the patch was previously passivated by BSA for mini-
mizing nonspecific interactions and then used for the quantifi-
cation of different Cy3-SA concentrations. A much lower limit 
of detection was due to the enhancement of the fluorophore-
metallic NPs interaction. The fluorescence images (Figure 5b), 
which were all acquired in the same experimental conditions 
(see details in the Experimental Section), were analyzed by 
ImageJ to derive the fluorescence intensity counts and the 
dose-response curve (Figure 5c) was obtained by reporting the 
average counts ± SD, of at least three different and independent 
images for each SA concentration (n ≥ 3).

The experimental data were fitted by the same standard four-
parameters Hill curve, according to the following equation

1

1
2 1( )[ ]

[ ]

= +
−

+






F SA F
F F

k

SA

n  (2)

where F1 =  0.4 ± 0.2 (a.u.), F2 =  56 ± 3 (a.u.), k  =  (2.5 ± 1.2) × 
102  ×  10−12  m and the Hill coefficient n  =  0.37 ± 0.04 are the 
four fitting parameters. The dynamic range of the H3 trans-
ducer extended in this case from 0.01 × 10−12 m to 150 × 10−9 m, 
a LOD of 0.1 × 10−12 m resulted by considering the fluorescence 
threshold as three times the SD of the control value (Figure 5c), 
while a sensitivity value of (8.8 ± 0.5) × 10−1 × 10−12 m−1 was esti-
mated by considering the linear region of the Hill Curve. Also 
in the case of MEF measurement, the negative control experi-
ment and the specificity test against a random target (Wheat 
Germ Agglutinin – WGA protein labeled with Alexa Fluor 555) 
(Figure 5d) confirmed the relevance of the in situ AuNPs func-
tionalization. When properly biotin-modified, the H3 patch 
generated an ≈ten times higher fluorescence response than 

the nonfunctionalized one and the one with a random target. 
The significantly lower LOD achieved in fluorescence mode 
was mainly due to the FRET mechanism described earlier, 
confirming the hypothesized threshold of the fluorophore-NPs  
distance z below 10 nm.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel and chemically stable 
hydrogel-based, nanoplasmonic, dual-mode transducer for bio-
chemical sensing applications. The fabrication processes and 
the materials used are simple and low-cost, thus available to 
a large community of academic or industrial laboratories. The 
obtained results demonstrated that simple technologies could 
give impressive results when properly combined. We showed 
that a high-MW PEGDA hydrogel enables the generation of a 
bioresponsive nanocomposite material, whose swelling ratio 
changed according to the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the 
molecules used for the AuNPs functionalization. The AuNPs 
physically entrapped within the hydrogel network act as sen-
sitive transducers of the variations in hydrogel swelling ratio. 
They follow the hydrogel network swelling or shrinkage and 
increase or decrease in density, accordingly. We exploited this 
phenomenon to monitor the hydrogel-based, high-sensitivity, 
hybrid optical transducer functionalization by monitoring the 
absorption intensity variations as a function of the streptavidin 
concentration, as a proof of concept. Moreover, we investigated 
the well-known metal-enhanced fluorescence phenomenon 
within the nanocomposite to validate the functionalization 
scheme and to further improve the performance of the trans-
ducer showing a Cy3 fluorescence intensity enhancement of 
one order of magnitude. We further demonstrated that AuNPs 
embedded in the hydrogel can be selectively functionalized by a 
biorecognition element — the biotin — and specifically detect 
its target analyte — the streptavidin. By building on our results, 
two approaches could be in principle exploited and even com-
bined to make our transducer of potential impact in biosensing 
applications: label-free detection strategy, which is based on 
the mechanical properties of the polymeric network, and MEF-
based fluorescence strategy, in which the selection of the fluo-
rescent dye is crucial to achieving ultralow limits of detection. 
We envisage that this work could pave the way to the design 
of integrated nanoplasmonic platforms for multiplexed sensing 
with implications in rapid and low-cost healthcare monitoring, 
water cleaning, and environmental monitoring. Moreover, the 
flexible nature of the transducer is also attractive for its inclu-
sion in wearable devices, or portable instrumentation without 
significant difficulties.

4. Experimental Section
Chemicals and Reagents: Trisodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7), 

tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4), Poly(Ethylene Glycol) Diacrylate (PEGDA, 
average Mn 10 000), 2-Hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (Darocur 1173), 
cysteamine, sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide biotin (biotin-NHS) water-
soluble, Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS), 
Tween20, Streptavidin (SA) from Streptomyces avidinii, and Streptavidin−
Cy3 (Cy3-SA) from Streptomyces avidinii, Protein G from Streptococcus sp. 

Table 1. Recently reported methods for the detection of SA.

Method LOD  
[× 10−9 m]

Dynamic range  
[× 10−9 m]

Reference

Polymer-based
Mach–Zehnder interferometer

1.7 1.7–425 [56]

Low-cost
optical cavity

1.4 1.4–190 [45]

Ink-jet printed polymer microdisk laser 1.9 1.9–94 [57]

Poly T-templated copper NPs 0.1 0.5–1000 [58]

LSPR biosensor based on Au nanorods 2.0 2.0–50 [44]

Present work
Nonlabeled SA
Cy3-SA

1.6
0.0001

1.5–750
0.0001–150

—
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were purchased from Merck KGaA (DE); Wheat Germ Agglutinin (WGA), 
Alexa Fluor 555 Conjugate was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.

AuNPs Synthesis and Characterization: Spherical AuNPs with a 
controlled size of 60 nm were chemically synthesized by the seeded-
growth method.[50] Briefly, the seed solution was prepared from a 
trisodium citrate solution (2.2 × 10−3 m, 150 mL), which was heated up to 
100 °C. After boiling incipit, HAuCl4 (1 mL, 25 × 10−3 m) was added to the 

boiling solution to obtain the Au seeds (≈10 nm, 3 × 1012 NPs mL−1). 
The solution was cooled down to 90 °C. Then, HAuCl4 solution (1 mL, 
25 ×  10−3  m) was injected. The reaction time was set to 30 min, then 
the injection was repeated. After 30 min, part (55 mL) of the obtained 
solution was picked up and the remaining part was diluted with MilliQ 
water (53 mL) and a sodium citrate solution (2 mL, 60 ×  10−3  m). 
The diluted solution represented the new seed for the subsequent 

Figure 5. Sensing of fluorescent streptavidin (Cy3-SA) by MEF mode. a) Schematics of the biotin-SA interaction for MEF sensing. b) Representative 
bright-field and corresponding fluorescence images of the H3 transducer incubated with 50 × 10−9 m, 1 × 10−9 m, 1 × 10−12 m, and 1 × 10−15 m of Cy3-SA 
(dashed green). The control is performed by incubating Cy3-SA (150 × 10−9 m) in absence of biotin (dashed blue). The specificity test is performed against 
a random target (WGA) labeled with a Cy3 equivalent fluorescent dye (AF555) at a concentration of 150 × 10−9 m (dashed red). While for increasing Cy3-SA 
concentrations an increase in fluorescence intensity is observed, the control and the random target do not show any significant fluorescence. Scale bars 
are 250 µm. c) The dose-response curve is obtained by measuring the mean ± SD of the fluorescence intensity on a minimum of three independent 
images on three independent samples (n ≥ 3). A four-paramter Hill model is used to fit the data. A LOD of 0.1 × 10−12 m is achieved. d) The percent 
fluorescence intensity associated with the control (no biotin and [SA] = 150 × 10−9 m) and with AF555-WGA (150 × 10−9 m) is monitored and compared 
with its corresponding value in presence of biotin ([SA] = 750 × 10−9 m). The experiment is performed on a minimum of three different samples (n ≥ 3) 
and the results are reported as mean ± SD (reported as vertical bars). ***p < 0.001 resulting from ANOVA test were considered statistically significant.
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growth step. The synthesis proceeded until the eighth growth step, 
corresponding to nanoparticles of 60 ± 30 nm (PDI  =  0.11 ± 0.02). Since 
evaporation was prevented during the reaction process, the final volume 
was kept constant. DLS measurements and UV–vis spectroscopy were 
performed on the freshly synthesized AuNPs. The DLS size distribution 
measurements were performed with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern 
Instruments, UK) equipped with a HeNe laser (633 nm, fixed scattering 
angle of 173, 25 °C). The UV–vis absorption spectra were measured by a 
Cary 100 spectrometer (VARIAN), from 200 to 900 nm.

H3 Transducer Fabrication Strategy: The freshly synthesized AuNPs 
were centrifuged at 1920 g at 10 °C for 10 min and concentrated (10 ×). 
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (average Mn 10  000), with Darocur as 
photoinitiator (1% v/v), was prepared and gently mixed with the 
concentrated gold nanoparticles in a volume ratio of 2:1, respectively, 
using a magnetic stirrer at 300 rpm. A volume of 270 μL from each 
solution was enclosed between two coverslips 24 × 24 mm2 and 
photopolymerized by UV-light at 365 nm for 5 min in a UV-exposure 
box (UV-Belichtungsgerät 2). The final result was a thin hydrogel patch 
with a thickness of ≈300 µm embedding AuNPs and having the typical 
coloration of colloidal AuNPs varying (see Figure  1). Analogously, 
a prepolymer solution 2:1 PEGDA: MilliQ water was prepared and 
polymerized in the same conditions. The resulting patch was used as 
a standard reference for the optical characterizations. The resulting 
patches were cut in disks with 7 mm diameter by using a puncher, 
guaranteeing uniform functional area and volume.

Absorption Spectroscopy: The thin hydrogel patches embedding 
AuNPs were characterized by a customized transmission mode setup 
at normal incidence. A halogen light source covering the visible and 
near-IR spectrum (400–900 nm) was connected to a Thorlabs optic fiber 
conveying light to the sample through a collimator. The transmitted 
light was collected by another Thorlabs optic fiber connected to a 
spectrometer (Filmetrics). A schematic representation of the optical 
setup is reported in Figure 2d. The samples were placed on a coverslip, 
whose background was removed in the reference measurements. The 
spectra were collected in the range 400–900 nm with a resolution of 
≈0.5 nm. The absorption of the H3 Transducer was evaluated by using 
a pure PEGDA patch (with no AuNPs) as a reference standard. The raw 
absorption spectra were smoothed to remove noise and the absorption 
increasing (coupling) and decreasing (decoupling) were evaluated at 
the peak position (≈540 nm). All the measurements were performed 
by removing the excess water with delicate text wipes to avoid light 
scattering during the measurements and minimize noise. The size of the 
collimated light spot conveyed on the samples and the distance between 
the two optical fibers were kept constant for all the measurements.

SEM Imaging of AuNPs and H3 Transducers: SEM images have been 
performed at 5 kV accelerating voltage and 20 µm wide aperture by a 
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (Carl Zeiss NTS GmbH 
1500 Raith FESEM). Secondary Emission and InLens detectors have 
been used.

Fluorescence Microscopy and Image Analysis: Fluorescence images 
were acquired by using a Leica AF6000LX-DM6M-Z microscope 
(Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany), controlled by LAS-X (Leica 
Application Suite; rel. 3.0.13) software and equipped with a Leica Camera 
DFC7000T. Both BF and Fluorescence images were acquired by focusing 
on the hydrogel surface with a 10× objective. Fluorescence images were 
obtained by using a Quad-band LED filter cube and setting the excitation 
filter at 535(25) nm, the dichromatic mirror at 555 nm, and the 
suppression filter at 575(30) nm. Exposure time and contrast were set at 
1.0 s and to 1.0, respectively. Before imaging, the excess water from H3 
transducers exposed to or functionalized with Cy3-SA was removed. A 
minimum of three images was acquired on three independent samples. 
The obtained images were analyzed by the ImageJ freeware software 
by measuring the fluorescence intensity values from fixed regions of 
interest (ROI = 300 pixels × 300 pixels). Mean fluorescence intensity 
values ± SD were calculated and normalized according to the minimum 
and maximum fluorescence values of each measurement session.

H3 Transducer Functionalization: Before use, the fabricated H3 
transducers were preswollen in MilliQ water for 24 h to remove the 

excess Darocur and some eventual unreacted PEGDA. The hydrogel 
disks were placed in 24-well plates and each reaction was carried out 
separately. First, they were soaked into a water solution of cysteamine 
(1 mL) with concentrations varying from 50 ×  10−6  m to 2 ×  10−3  m 
(overnight, 4 °C). After one washing step in a Tween20 buffer (0.2% v/v, 
10 min, 25  °C), to remove the unreacted moieties, and three washing 
steps in MilliQ water, to restore the swelling equilibrium, the absorption 
spectra were measured and the variation in the absorption intensity 
as a function of the cysteamine concentration was analyzed. Second, 
the covalent interaction of cysteamine-capped AuNPs with biotin was 
performed by soaking the hydrogel into biotin water solutions (0.25 mL) 
with concentrations ranging from 0.1 ×  10−3 m to 4.0 ×  10−3 m (2 h, at 
room temperature). The same washing steps and optical analysis were 
performed on the patches to detect the absorption intensity variations 
to increasing biotin concentrations. A dose-response type equation 
was used to fit both the absorption intensity decrease as a function of 
the cysteamine concentration and the absorption intensity increase as 
a function of the biotin concentration. The variation of the absorption 
intensity was denoted as the absolute value of the difference of the 
current absorption intensity compared to the reference value (|ΔAbs|). 
Then, the H3 transducers were soaked in a BSA PBS (1x, pH 7.4) 
solution (0.1 ×  10−6 m, 1 mL) to reduce nonspecific interactions (2 h at 
room temperature). Finally, fixed volumes (0.25 mL) of PBS solutions 
of SA (from 0.375 ×  10−9  m to 750 ×  10−9  m) and Cy3-SA (from 0.1 × 
10−15 m to 150 × 10−9 m) with increasing concentrations were incubated 
in the biotinylated H3 transducers (2 h at room temperature). The 
dose-response curves obtained with both SA and Cy3-SA, after the 
washing steps, were fitted by the four-parameters Hill equation, 
whose expressions are reported in Equations (1) and (2). The negative 
controls were performed by incubating SA (750 ×  10−9  m) and Cy3-SA  
(150 × 10−9 m), in absence of biotin (2 h at room temperature). The specificity 
tests were performed by incubating the biotin-modified H3 transducers 
with PrG (750 ×  10−9  m) for label-free mode and AlexaFluor555-WGA  
(150 × 10−9 m) for MEF mode (2 h at room temperature).

Numerical Simulations: The prediction of the optical response 
of the H3 transducer was performed by numerical simulations. The 
analytical solution of the electromagnetic scattering problem by a 
spherical nanoparticle, namely, the Mie Theory, was used to perform the 
simulations.[51] At any given frequency, Maxwell–Garnett homogenization 
theory was applied to evaluate the permittivity of a Gaussian distribution 
of gold nanoparticles (60 ± 30 nm) with citrate inclusions, by setting 
the citrate volume fraction at 10%. The gold optical constants were 
taken from Johnson and Christy,[63] while the citrate refractive index 
was set to 1.394. The hypothesis of noninteracting nanoparticles was 
taken into account to predict the experimental absorption spectra. This 
approximation was made starting from the SEM images, which confirm 
that the interparticle distance is always less than or comparable with the 
size of the AuNPs.

The effective medium refractive index was assumed as a weighted 
average of water and PEGDA optical constants. The refractive index 
of the polymerized PEGDA (Mn 10  000) with Darocur (1% v/v) was 
measured by variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) (UVISEL, 
Horiba, Jobin-Yvon). The SE spectra were recorded at three angles of 
incidence, 50°, 55°, and 60° in the wavelengths range 400–900 nm with 
a step of 5 nm.

Statistical Analysis: Mean absorption spectra were calculated as 
the average of 5 spectra collected on different substrate positions on 
10 different samples treated in the same way (n ≥ 10). The plots of the 
absorption spectra were obtained by smoothing and, when specified, 
normalization by using OriginPro 8 free version. The absorption variations 
|ΔAbs| as a function of cysteamine, biotin, and streptavidin concentrations 
are reported by considering the peak position of the absorption spectra. 
The mean ± SD are representative of at least three independent 
experiments (n ≥ 3). For fluorescence analysis, a minimum of 3 images 
on 3 independent samples was acquired in the same conditions (n ≥ 3). 
Fluorescence intensity was evaluated by using ImageJ software. Mean 
fluorescence intensities were analyzed and normalized by using OriginPro 
8. The obtained data are reported as mean ± SD. The difference of data 
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between groups for specificity tests was analyzed by ANOVA by using 
OriginPro 8 free version. p < 0.001 were considered statistically significant.

Unless otherwise stated, the other data were expressed as mean ± 
SD. SD are reported as vertical bars and are representative of at least 
three independent experiments (n ≥ 3).
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